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An expansion occurring in the theory of modular forms [l] is studied using 
the theory [2] of Hilbert spaces whose elements are entire functions and which 
have these properties: 
(Hl) Whenever F(x) is in the space and has a nonreal zero w, the func- 
tion F(z) (Z - a)/(~ - w) is in the space and has the same norm as F(z). 
(H2) For every nonreal number w, the linear functional defined on the 
space by F(z) ---f F(w) is continuous. 
(H3) The function F*(z) = F(Y) belongs to the space whenever F(Z) 
belongs to the space, and it always has the same norm asp(z). 
The theory of these spaces is related to the theory of entire functions E(z) 
which satisfy the inequality ( E(x - iy)j < 1 E(x + iy)[ for y > 0. If E(Z) 
is any such function, write E(z) = A(z) - iB(z), where A(z) and B(z) are 
entire functions which are real for real Z, and 
K(w, 2) = [B(z) A(w) - A(2) B(w)]/[r(z - fig]. 
Let S’(E) be the set of entire functions F(z) such that 
and such that 
IIF(t)ll” = j-t” 1 F(t)/E(t)j2 dz < co 
-aJ 
I WI2 d IIw)l12 K(G 4 
for all complex z. Then S(E) is a Hilbert space of entire functions which 
satisfies the axioms (HI), (H2), and (H3). For each complex number w, the 
expression K(w, Z) belongs to the space as a function of Z, and the identity 
holds for every element F(z) of the space. A Hilbert space, whose elements 
are entire functions, which satisfies the axioms (Hl), (H2), and (H3), and 
which contains a nonzero element, is equal isometrically to a space X(E). 
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Examples of such spaces occur in the theory [3] of self-reciprocal functions 
for the Hankel transformation. Let v be a given number v > - 1. The Bessel 
function J”(x) of order Y is defined by 
l-(1 + v) J”(X) = ($ X)“F(l + v; -ix”) 
for x > 0, where F(c; z) is the doubly confluent hypergeometric series 
x2 w; 4 = 1 + $ 4- 2!C(c + 1) + *-- .
If f(x) is a square integrable function of x > 0, its Hankel transform g(x) 
is the square integrable function of x > 0 defined by 
g(x) = J‘bgf(t) JJxt) (~t)l’~ dt. 
The integral is a mean square limit of J-f as a goes to infinity. If g(x) is the 
Hankel transform of f(x), then f(x) is the Hankel transform of g(x) and 
A self-reciprocal function is one which is its own Hankel transform. In work 
with the Hankel transformation of order v, it is convenient to write v = 2h - 1 
where h > 0. 
An example of a self-reciprocal function is xv+* exp(-$x2). Other Hankel 
transform pairs are obtained by a change of variable. If a > 0, then 
(ux>y++ exp( - ~aPxa), and c~-~(u-~x)~++ exp( - &-*x2) 
are Hankel transforms. A necessary and sufficient condition that square 
integrable functions f(x) and g(x) of x > 0 be Hankel transforms is that 
s 
drf(t) (xt)“+i exp(-+x*t’) dt 
zzz 
I 
m g(t) t-l(t-lx)“++ exp(-$xv-*t*) dt 
0 
for x > 0. 
Another method of computing Hankel transforms is given by the Mellin 
transformation. In work with Hankel transforms of order v, it is convenient 
to use a weighted Mellin transform F(x), defined for a square integrable 
functionf(x) of x > 0 by 
F(x) = 2’+T(h - ix) lmf(t) t-*tsis dt. 
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The integral is taken as a mean square limit of Ji as a goes to zero and b 
goes to infinity. In this notation Plancherel’s formula for the Mellin tram,- 
formation reads 
P4h If ) f(t)J2 dt = 1’” 1 F(t)/F(h - it)l” dt. 
--a 
Let f(x) and g(x) be square integrable functions of x > 0, and let F(X) and 
G(x) be their weighted Mellin transforms. A necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion thatf(x) and g(x) be Hankel transforms is that G(X) = F(--x) for almost 
all real x. 
If f(x) is a square integrable function of x > 0 which vanishes in the 
interval (0, a), its weighted Mellin transform F(x) can be extended to a 
function F(z), analytic in the upper half-plane, by 
F(z) = 2h-“*r(Jz - iz) Jbm f(t) t-fftir dt. 
If the Hankel transform g(x) off( x a so vanishes in (0, a), then F(z) has an ) 1 
analytic extension to the complex plane and is related to the Mellin transform 
G(z) of g(z) by G(z) = F( -z). Th e ratiosF(z)iF(h - iz) and G(z)/F(h - is) 
are of bounded type and of mean type at most log(2/a2) in the upper 
half-plane. Every entire function F(z) such that F(z)/r(h - iz) and 
F(--z)W - 1 iz are of bounded type and of mean type at most log(2/a2) in 
the upper half-plane and such that 
\IF(t)(/2 = j+m 1 F(t)/r(h - it)l” dt < 00 
--m 
is the weighted Mellin transform of a square integrable function f(x) of 
x > 0 which vanishes in the interval (0, a) and whose Hankel transform 
vanishes in the same interval. The set of such functions forms a Hilbert space 
which satisfies the axioms (Hl), (H2), and (H3) and which contains a non- 
zero element. 
Let r be the set of two-by-two matrices with integer entries and positive 
determinant. The modular group is the set of elements of r of determinant 
one. For each positive integer I, let T(Y) be the set of elements of the modular 
group whose lower left entry is divisible by Y. Then F(Y) is a subgroup of 
index p(r) in the modular group, where p(r) is the product of r and the numbers 
1 + l/p taken over the prime divisors of Y. Two elements 
of the modular group are said to be equivalent with respect to I’(Y) if 
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for an element (“, g) of F(r). Th e condition is that C,D, = QCa modulo r. 
A subgroup of T(T) is the set of elements of r(r) whose diagonal entries 
are congruent to one modulo r. Two elements 
of the modular group are equivalent with respect to the subgroup if, and only 
if, C, s C, and D, = D, modulo r. 
Two points z and w in the upper half-plane are said to be equivalent with 
respect to r(r) if w = (AZ + B)/(Cz + D) for an element (“, i) of r(r). 
Two points z and w in the upper half-plane are said to be symmetric with 
respect to the modular group if --a = (AZ + B)/(Cz + D) for an element 
(“, g) of the modular group. The points in the upper half-plane which are not 
self-symmetric with respect to the modular group form an open set which is 
the union of its connected components. A fundamental region for the modular 
group is obtained by joining together two adjacent components. Examples of 
components are the set of points z in the upper half-plane such that 
0 < .r < 4~ and 1 z 1 > 1, and the set of points z in the upper half-plane such 
that f < x < 1 and ] z - 1 ) > 1. Each fundamental region for T(Y) is 
composed of p(r) fundamental regions for the modular group. 
A character modulo r is a function x(n) of integral n if it is periodic of 
period Y, satisfies the identity x(mn) = x(m) x(n) for all integers m and n, 
has nonzero values at points which are relatively prime to r, and vanishes at 
points which are not relatively prime to T. A character is either an even or an 
odd function. The principal character modulo r is the unique character 
modulo Y which has nonnegative values. A character (Y is said to be less than 
or equal to a character /3 if the period of 01 is a divisor of the period of /I and if 
p agrees with 01 at points which are relatively prime to the period of 8. A 
primitive character modulo r is a character modulo r which is not comparable 
to any character modulo s where s < r. 
If x is a given character modulo r, let V(x) be the set of functionsf(m, n) 
of integer variables m and n, periodic of period r in both variables, such that 
the identity, 
f(m, n) == x(d)f(mA + nC, mB + no), 
holds whenever (= D) ” ’ belongs to r(r). A transformation f +f of V(x) onto 
itself is defined by 
rf(m, n) = i i f(u, w) exp(Zku/r - 2timw/r). 
u=lv=1 
The identity, 
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is satisfied, and the transformation is its own inverse. A formal construction 
of Hankel transforms of integer order results from the Poisson summation 
formula. 
THEOREM 1. Let v be a nonnegative integer, let x be a nonpriruipal character 
mod r of the same parity as v, and let 52 be a fundamental region for r(r). 
Let Q(z) be a measurable function of z in the upper half-plane such that 
@(z) =x(D) (Cz + w @ (g$) 
for every element (“, i) of r(r) and such that 
JIJ [ @(~)1~ Y-“-~ dx dy < co. s-2 
If a and b are integers and ;f s = r/gcd(a, b, r), dejne @(a, b, z) in the upper 
half-plane by 
where (: z) is an element of the mod&r group such that R = as/r and S = bslr 
module s, and where summation is over the equivalence classes of elements (“, i) 
of I’(s) whose diagonal entries are congruent o one module s with respect to the 
group of elements of I’(r) whose diagonal entries are congruent o one module r. 
Then there exists a measurable function f (x) = f (x, a, b) of x > 0 with values 
in V(x) such that 
#y2Y((2~-4-1)+, a, b) (2777-4-l)hff 
= s-1 n’l ii(n) (m/s)-” ~os’(‘n’s)’ @(a, b, r2n2z[s2) dx 
for y > 0 whenever a character cr module s = r/gcd(a, b, I) exists which is 
less than or equal to x, and such that 
s 
co* 
0 
f(x) (tx)Y+f exp(-$tY) dx = Imf(x) t-l(t-lx)“++ exp(-@-2x2) dx 
0 
for t > 0. 
An isometric property of summations is used in eigenfunction expansions. 
THEOREM 2. Let v be a nonnegative integer, let x be a nonprincipal character 
mod r of the same parity as v, and let s be a positive integer divisible by r such 
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that every prime divisor p of S/Y is a divisor of Y and no character module rip 
exists which is less than or equal to x. Let Q(Y) be a fundamental region fw r(r), 
and let Q(s) be a fundamental region for thegroup of elements of r(s) whose 
diagonal entries are congruent to one module s. The inequality 
jjD(, 1 Y,‘S zl @(z - kr/s) /* y+ dx dy < Is,,,, I @(~)1~y-“-~ dx dy 
holds for every measurable function Q(z) of x in the upper half-plane such that 
@(4 = x(D) (Cz + D>” @ (&) 
for every element (“, g) of r(r). Assume that the integrals are finite. If equality 
holds, the identity 
jj(,, Y/S F CD@ - kr,s) Y,S F F(z - Ku/s) y-“-* dx dy 
k=l k=l 
zzz 
J.. sab) 
a(z) F(z) y-* dx dy 
holds for every measurable function Y(z) of z in the upper half-plane such that 
Y(z) = x(D) (Cz + D>’ !P @& 
for every element (“, z) of r(r) and such that 
ss nw [ !l’((~)1*y-~-~ dx dy < CO. 
Equality holds if the identity holds whenever 
0 = Y/S c !P(z - kr,‘s). 
k=l 
A necessary and su.cient condition for equality is that the representation 
W4 = c x(D) 0 + 4” r/s gl @ (s - S/s) 
hold with summation over the equivalence classes of elements (6 i) of r(r) with 
respect to the group of elements of I’( ) s w h ose diagonal entries are congruent to 
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one module s. A necessary and su$kient condition that a measurable junction 
!?Q) of z in the upper half-plane be of the form 
Y(z) = r/s C @(z - hr/s) 
k=l 
for such a function CD(Z) is that 
w> = x(D) (CM + D)Y y (gg;) 
for every element (“, ,“) ojr(r) and that 
ss n(s) 1 Y(z)l’ Y-“-~ dx dy < 03. 
A similar result holds for infinite sums. 
THEOREM 3. Let v be a nonnegative integer, let x be a nonprincipal character 
module I of the same parity as v, and let 8 be a fundamental region for T(Y). 
The inequality 
m 1 
s Ii @(x - 0 0 t> dt I* y-V-2 dy < Is, 1 @(z)l” Y--“-~ dx dy 
holds for every measurable function O(z) of .z in the upper half-plane such that 
for every element (“, i) of I’(r). A ssume that the integrals are jnite. If equality 
holds, the identity 
w 
ss 
’ @(z - t) dt 1’ ‘P(z 
0 0 0 
- t) dt y-+$ dy = ss, D(z) !@) y+” dx dy 
holds joy every measurable function Y(z) ojz in the upper half-plane such that 
for every element (“, i) of I’(Y) and such that 
Is 1 Y(z)l” Y-“-~ dx dy < co. s2 
Equality holds if the identity holds whenever 
0 = j-’ Y((s - t) dt. 
0 
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A necessary and sujicient condition for equality is that the representation 
hold with summation over all pairs of relatively prime integers C and D such that 
C is divisible by r. Every measurable function h(y) ofv > 0 such that 
s 
= 1 h(y)j2y-Y-2 dy < 00 
0 
is of the form 
h(y) = I’@@ - t) dt 
0 
for some such function @p(z). 
The representation of O(z) in Theorem 3 is absolutely convergent for all 
complex z when 
s 
m 1 h(y)1 y-+“-2 dy < 03 
0 
and is otherwise taken in a mean square sense. A similar interpretation is taken 
for the sums defining f (zc) and g(x) in Theorem 1. The equivalence classes of 
functions Q(z) which can be represented as in Theorem 3 form a Hilbert 
space. A self-adjoint transformation, denoted Hz, which is defined in the 
space, has been studied in previous work [l]. The transformation is defined 
by Hz: Q(z) 4 Y(z) whenever @(a) and Y(z) are elements of the space such 
that 
An equivalent condition is that 
where 
- g(y) = Y”f “(Y) + 2Yf ‘(Y) + Bf (Yb 
and 
yt”“f(y) = jol @(z - t) dt 
yiy+g( y) = 
s 
’ Y(z - t) dt. 
0 
These observations suggest another method of obtaining the eigenfunction 
expansion for Hz. 
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THEOREM 4. Let v be a nonnegative integer, let x be a nonprincipal character 
module Y of the same parity as v, and let D be a fundamental region for T(Y). 
If 0(z) is a measurable function of z in the upper half-plane such that 
Q(z) = x(D) (Cz + D)y @ ($$) 
for every element (“, ,“) of F(Y) and such that 
s 03II 1 @(2 - 
0 0 
t) dt 2y-y-2 dy = jj 1 @(a)]” y--y--8 dx dy < co, 
52 
iff (x) is deJinedfor @( z as in Theorem 1, and iff (x, 0, 1) and{ (x, 0, 1) vanish ) 
in the interval (0, (2?r/~)l/~), then there exists an entire function F(z) such that 
F(z) = 2h-izT(h - iz) 
F(--z) = 2h-‘zT(h - iz) jmf(t, 0, 1) t--)+2iz dt 
0 
for y > 0. The set of such functions F(z) is a space S(E), 
E(z) = (Y/T)~-~* T(h - iz) f z(n) n-1+2iz 
n-1 
for y > 0, in the norm 
j’” 1 F(t)/E(t)12 dt = 27r ss, 1 @(z)l” Y-“-~ dx dy. 
--m 
Proof of Theorem 1. If a = 0, if b is a divisor of t, and if a character 
a module s = r/b exists which is less than or equal to x, then 
@(a, b, z) = C (Cz + D)v 0 (s) 
where summation is over the equivalence classes of elements (“, i) of T(Y) 
whose diagonal entries are congruent to one modulos with respect to the group 
of elements of I’(Y) whose diagonal entries are congruent to one modulo Y. 
Let Q(s) be the fundamental region for I’(s) composed of fundamental 
regions for the modular group in the strip 0 < x < 1 at a maximum distance 
from the real axis. The half-strip 0 < x < 1 and y > 0 decomposes into 
fundamental regions for F(s) obtained from Q(s) under the transformation 
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z -+ (Az + B)/(C.z + 0) for elements (” ’ c J of r(s). There is one such region 
for each pair of relatively prime integers C and D such that C is divisible by 
S, and the pair is uniquely determined by the region apart from a choice of 
sign. It follows that 
socf(x, a, 6) (tx)“+* exp(-&t2zc2) dx i 
-co 
= p+t 
J &y,y’hf((2nr-4-l)“, a, 6) (2n-Y-y)h++ o 
x exp(-~r-1y-9z) y-u-2 dy 
= S-lp+f lam f e(n) (yn,s)-Y J-s”rn’s)* @(a, 6, r2n2z/s2) dx 
?I=1 0 
x exp(--av-ly-Q2) y-v-2 dy 
= p+i lows,’ il G(n) (m/s>Y exp(-n=rnzt2y-1/s2) @(a, b, z)y-“-2 dx dy 
= g+t JE ~T(ns/r) (mZ + ny exp(--rrr-lt2y-’ ( mz + n 1”) 
x @(a, 6, z) Y-“-~ dx dy 
where summation is over all pairs of integers m and n such that m is divisible 
by Y and 7t is divisible by Y/S and where integration is over A?(S). The inter- 
changes of sums and integrals are justified by absolute convergence. But if y 
is a character modulo s other than g, 
0 = 111 i;(ns/r) (mz + n)v exp(-7r+t2y-l 1 mz + n 1”) 
x @(a, 6, x) y--y--p dx dy 
where summation is over the same set and where integration is over a 
fundamental region for the group of elements of r(s) whose diagonal entries 
are congruent to one modulo s. It follows that 
r iD f(X, 4 6) w “+* exp(-$t2x2) dx ‘0 
X-Z= gs-1p+t 
JE( 
mf + ny exp(-z-r-1t2y-1 1 mz + n 1”) 
x @(a, 6, z) y-Y-2 dx dy 
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where summation is over all pairs of integers m and n such that m = a and 
n E 6 modulo r, and where integration is over a fundamental region for the 
group of elements of r(s) which are congruent modulo s to the identity matrix. 
The identity has been obtained only in the case that a = 0 and b is a divisor 
of r, but the same result is obtained by changes of variable whenever a and b 
are integers such that a character CJ modulo s = r/gcd(a, 6, r) exists which is less 
than or equal to x. The identity holds trivially when no character 
module r/gcd(a, b, r) exists which is less than or equal to x. It follows that 
I omf(x, 4 6) (9 
v++ exp(-&t2x2) dx 
= &V++~JC (m% + np exp(--m-lt2y-r ( mz + n 1”) 
x CD(Z) y--y-2 dx dy 
where summation is over all pairs of integers m and n such that m = a and 
n G b module t and where integration is over a fundamental region for the 
group of elements of F(r) which are congruent mod r to the identity matrix. 
Since the identity 
i-m i-m 
s I (uz + w)y exp(--nt2y-l 1 uz + w 1”) exp(2& + 2&p) du dv --m --co 
= t-2-2v(7p - 5)” exp(--rrte2y-l 1 ~z - [ 1”) 
holds for all real numbers 6 and 7 when t > 0 and z is in the upper half-plane, 
!(a, b) = C t-2-2y(mf + n)” exp(-m-W2y-r ( mz + n 1”) 
when 
f(a, b) = C (m,% + ny exp(--m-lt2y-l 1 mz + n 1”) 
with summation over all pairs of integers m and n such that m = a and 
n G 6 module r. The theorem follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The hypotheses on x imply that 
fJl x(n - b/m) = 0 
for every proper divisor m of T which is a divisor of s/r. If a(z) is a measurable 
function of z in the upper half-plane such that 
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for every element (“, ,“) of r(r) and such that 
1s s?(r) 
1 @(2)12y--v--2 dx dy < co, 
and if Y(z) is a measurable function of z in the upper half-plane such that 
Y(z) =x(D) (czsjr + D>’ Y ( zs; f$) 
for every element (“, jj) of r(r) and such that 
then 
11 Q(s) ( Y(~)l~y-“-~ dx dy < co, 
and 
= ssD(,, c x(D) (Cz + D)Y y (g$) w Y-v-2 dxdY 
with summation over the equivalence classes of elements ($ ,“) of F(r) with 
respect to the group of elements of P(s) whose diagonal entries are congruent 
to one modulo s. If 
@(4 = c x(D) (Cz + D)Y Y’(s) 
with summation over the same set, then an elementary rearrangement of 
sums using the stated properties of x will show that 
Y(z) = r/i c qz - /w/s). 
k=l 
The desired conclusions are now obtained by straightforward arguments. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The hypotheses on x imply that 
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If D(z) is a measurable function of z in the upper half-plane such that 
we = x(D) (Cz + w @ (g+J 
for every element (“, i) of F( ) Y an such that a(z) y-*v is bounded, and if d 
h(z) is a measurable function of y > 0 such that 
s m ( h(y)1 y--t-2 dy < co, 0 
then the identity 
fern s h(y) l G(z - t) dty--y-2 dy 0 
1 =- 
2 j-IQtrr c X(D) (cz + 9” h (, cz : D ,2) %) Y-v-2 dx dY 
holds with summation over all pairs of relatively prime integers C and D 
such that C is divisible by Y. If 
2%) = 1 x(D) (cz + D)Y h (, cz ‘+ D ,2) 
with summation over the same set, then an elementary rearrangement of 
integrals using the stated property of x will show that 
h(y) = j-l@@ - t) dt. 
0 
A convenient class of functions for which there are no convergence problems 
are the measurable functions h(y) of y > 0, which vanish for small arguments, 
such that h(y) y-*” is bounded. The desired conclusions are now obtained 
by straightforward arguments. 
Proof of Theorem 4. If @( z is as in the statement of the theorem and if ) 
f(x) is defined as in Theorem 1, then 
+y”“f((2m-4-1)4,0, 1) (27rr-ry-r)“+* = ,c, f(n) it-” Jon-’ @(n2z) dx. 
When w is in the upper half-plane, 
F(w) = 2h-V(h - z’w) j-mf((2m-‘r-‘)f, 0, 1) (27~r-ry-~)+‘~+~“~’ *y-l dy 
0 
= 2”-W(h - iw) Jrn (27~--ly--l)-~+~=’ ,c, z(n) n-y I”-’ @(n%) dxy-y-2 dy 
0 0 
= (+)h--iw r(h - iw) c f(n) n--l+2iw 
J-f 
m ’ @(z - t) dt y-h-l-iw dy, 
92=l 0 0 
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where 
I 
1 
@(.z - t) dt 
0 
vanishes for y > 1. A similar representation holds for F( -w) when w is in 
the upper half-plane. The theorem is now proved by arguments from the 
theory of self-reciprocal functions [3]. 
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